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Time to Kahoot!
• Pull out your cell phone or electronic device.

• Go to https://kahoot.it

• Enter the PIN that appears on the screen.

• Enter your name.

• You have 10 seconds to choose the best answer.

• The highest score wins the prize!



Sow a thought, and you reap an act; 
Sow an act, and you reap a habit;

Sow a habit, and you reap a character;
Sow a character, and you reap a destiny.

Samuel Smiles



Habit 1: Be Proactive
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Which One Am I? ~ Language Matters!

“If she hadn’t 
said that, I 
wouldn’t 
have…”

“It’s not 
my 

fault!”

“Can we 
talk about 
this first?”

“I’m sorry, 
I didn’t 
mean 
that.”

“Shut up and 
leave me alone!”

“That’s 
unfair!”“I didn’t see it that 

way; thanks for 
letting me know.”

“Who does 
he think 

he is 
anyway?”



The Control Continuum 



Habit 2: Begin with the End in Mind
• Gives you the opportunity to live life with hope and a 

purpose.

• The choices you make now can affect you in the future.

• Control your destiny, or someone else will!

• Important Questions
• What qualities do I want to develop in life?
• What contributions do I want to make to others and my community?
• What things will I need to have for the kind of future I want?



Personal 
Mission 
Statement

• Why write a mission statement?
• Discover what’s important to you
• Helps you make better decisions
• Uncovers your talents
• Find your inspiration
• Who do you admire
• What do you like to do
• Where do you want to take your life

Definition: a personal credo or 
motto that states what 
important in your life



Strategies for Writing Your Mission 
Statement

Method 1: The Quote 
Collection

Method 2: The Brain 
Dump

Method 3: The Retreat



Go for the Goal!
• Once you have your mission statement in place, you can work on 

setting goals.
• Goals are specific and help you break down your mission into 

smaller parts.
• Five keys

• Count the cost
• Write it out
• Just do it
• Use momentous moments
• Rope up



Habit 3: Put First Things First 



Plan for the Things that Matter!

Helpful Tips
1. Write down daily 

assignments
2. Write down upcoming 

quizzes, tests, & projects
3. Write down activities & 

appointments
4. Use your Vue account



Habit 4: Think Win/Win
• Win/Win is a mindset where everyone can succeed.

• We focus on finding solutions that work for everyone.

• We honor and respect each person’s needs and interests.

• Win/win is about abundance.

• Other mindsets
• Lose-lose: fear
• Lose-win: intimidation
• Win-lose: pride



Creating Win/Win Relationships
• Compromise

• Commit to help others succeed

• Share recognition

• Treat others with respect

• Your vibe attracts your tribe



Creating Win/Win Agreements
Desired Results What do we want to 

accomplish
Guidelines Date, time, and 

expectations
Resources Who or what do we need 

to get things done
Accountability Each person has a role 
Benefits/Consequences What do we gain 

What do we lose



Habit 5: Seek First to Understand, Then To Be 
Understood

Ask yourself…

1. How well do I listen to my 
children?

2. How well do my children 
listen to others?

3. How can we improve?



5 Types of 
Pseudo 

Listening Styles
Spacing Out

Pretend

Selective

Word

Self-Centered



Genuine 
Listening
1. How can I practice this 

as a parent?

2. How can I teach my 
child to practice this?



Habit 6: Synergize
• Synergy: two or more 

people working together to 
create a better solution

• It is a process we work 
towards every day

• Working together to achieve 
more

Synergy is: Synergy is not:
Celebrating 
differences

Tolerating 
differences

Teamwork Working 
independently

Open-
mindedness

Thinking you’re 
always right

Finding new 
and better 
ways

Compromise



Valuing Diversity=Successful Synergy
• We learn differently

• We have different perspectives

• We have different styles, traits, and characteristics

• Diversity roadblocks
• Ignorance
• Cliques
• Prejudice



Getting to Synergy: Action Plan
Define the 
Problem/Opportunity

Get the facts

Their Way Seek first to understand 
the ideas of others

My Way Seek to be understood by 
sharing your ideas

Brainstorm Create new options and 
ideas

High Way Find the best solution



Teamwork and Synergy
• Plodders get things done

• Followers support and make ideas work

• Innovators are creative and supply ideas

• Harmonizers provide unity and support

• Show-offs provide spice and momentum



Habit 7: Sharpen the Saw

Physical Strategies Mental Strategies Emotional/Spiritual 
Strategies



Quick Recap
• Habit 1: Be Proactive

• Habit 2: Begin with the End 
in Mind

• Habit 3: Put First Things 
First

• Habit 4: Think Win/Win

• Habit 5: Seek First to 
Understand, then to be 
Understood

• Habit 6: Synergize

• Habit 7: Sharpen the Saw



Questions?
Please take one takeaway packet per 
family as you move to the next session.



Who Am I?
I am your constant companion. I am your greatest helper or 
heaviest burden. I will push you onward or drag you down to 
failure. I am completely at your command. Hal the things you 
do you might as well turn them over to me and I will be able 
to do them quickly and correctly. I am easily managed—you 
must merely be firm with me. Show me exactly how you want 
something done and after a few lessons, I will do it 
automatically. I am the servant of all great individuals, and 
alas, of all failures as well. Those who are great, I have made 
great. Those who are failures, I have made failures.



Who Am I?
I am not a machine, though I work with all the precision of a 
machine plus the intelligence of a human. You may run me for 
a profit or run me for ruin—it makes no difference to me. Take 
me, train me, be firm with me, and I will place the world at 
your feet. Be easy with me and I will destroy you.

Who am I?

I am habit.
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